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E&S framework

Main Goals

 To establish a framework for managing social and environmental risks:

 To mitigate legal, reputation, credit, collateral and co-responsibility risks

 To comply with the Central Bank requirements

 Scope 

 Responsibilities 

 Tools

 Processes

 Authority
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E&S framework

Assumptions

 To establish a framework for managing social, environmental and corporate 
governance risks:

 Minimizing operational impacts and anticipating enforcement by taking 
advantage of existing processes whenever possible

 Defining policy: positioning, strategy and risk mitigators

 Providing evidence of good diligence

 Building a social, environmental and corporate governance risk 
management culture
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E&S framework

Framework

Questionnaire 
(when applicable)

Bureau data AML + E&S 
surveys

Analysis

Information 
request

Decision
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E&S framework

Responsibilities

Questionnaire 
(when applicable)

Bureau data AML + E&S 
surveys

Analysis

Information 
request

Decision

Commercial

• Questionnaire (when applicable)

• E&S information

Compliance

• AML + E&S surveys

Credit

• E&S analysis of companies

• Information request

Collateral

• E&S analysis of real estate guarantees

• Information request

Legal 
Department

• Inclusion of E&S responsibility clauses

Committee
• Final decision

E&S 
Risk

Development of methodologies and policies
Issue technical opinion when requested

Human
Resourses

Training and dissemination of a E&S risk
culture
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E&S framework

 Compatible with financial industry

 Single model valid for all industries 
(except Mining, which has a specific 
model)

Tools
E&S questionnaire



E&S framework

 AML: performed in the beginning of relationship 
and updated within registry data. E&S terms 
were incorporated in AML surveys

 E&S: performed in the beginning of relationship 
and updated annually

 Valid for all clients

Tools
Internal surveys



E&S framework

 Internal Methodology

 Part of credit rating

Tools
E&S Rating



E&S framework

 All real estate collaterals are subjected 
to assessments, according to the 
guidelines described in the E&S policies 
and procedures

Tools
Real estate collaterals



E&S framework

 ABC Brasil does not deal with 
companies that practice: 

 Illegal activities

 Child or forced labour

 Trade of animals/plants under 
threat of extinction 

 Predatory fishing

 Use or production of interdicted 
products

Tools
Exclusion lists

 Gambling

 Sexual exploitation

 Depredation of cultural or 
environmental heritage
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E&S framework

 Request to clients the E&S 
questionnaire

 Identify and understand the 
potential social and environmental 
risks that clients and operations 
may jeopardize the bank

Workflow
Commercial

 Track information, news and customer 
legal actions, that may increase the 
potential social and environmental 
risks



E&S framework

 Perform the ALM survey including E&S terms

Workflow
Compliance



E&S framework

 Involve the Legal department, if needed

 Develop and maintain specific material 
for review and approval by the relevant 
Committees

Workflow
Credit Analysis

 Require adequate and timely receipt of 
social and environmental information 
(questionnaire / surveys)

 Include the analysis of social and 
environmental variables in the other 
checklists used in credit processes



E&S framework

 Approve or deny the E&S risks

Workflow
Credit Committee
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Corporate Governance

Ownership Structure

ABC Brasil

59.4%

29.7%

10.9%

Bank ABC
(Controlling Shareholder)

International bank headquartered in Bahrain

Bank ABC

Local Management and Directors

Free-float

Central Bank of Libya

Kuwait Investment Authority

Free-float

(As of August, 2020)

• Total Assets: US$ 30.1 billion
• Shareholders’ Equity: US$ 4.5 billion
• BIS Ratio: 17.9%
• Tier 1 Capital: 16.9%
• CET1:                                16.6%

95.9%

4.1%

Voting Capital

61.3%

4.9%

33.8%

Total Capital

(As of December, 2019)



Corporate Governance

Corporate Structure

(As of August, 2020)



Corporate Governance

Board of Directors

(As of August, 2020)

Members

Anwar Ali Al Mudhaf Kuwaiti
ABC Brasil Chairman & Arab Banking

Corporation Board Member

Vernom Handley British Arab Banking Corporation Executive

Brendon Hopkins British Arab Banking Corporation Executive

Fernando Fontes Iunes Brazilian Independent Member

Roberto Pedote Brazilian Independent Member



Corporate Governance

Oversight on ABC Brasil

Group Audit



Disclaimer

The following material, on this date, is a presentation containing general information about the Banco ABC Brasil S.A. We offer no guarantee and make no
declaration, implicitly or explicitly, as to the accuracy, completeness or scope of this information.

This presentation may include forward-looking statements of future events or results according to the regulations of the Brazilian and International securities
and exchange commissions. These statements are based on certain assumptions and analyses by the Company that reflect its experience, the economic
environment, future market conditions and expected events by the company, many of which are beyond the control of the Company. Important factors that
may lead to significant differences between the actual results and the statements of expectations about future events or results include the company’s business
strategy, Brazilian and International economic conditions, technology, financial strategy, financial market conditions, uncertainty regarding the results of its
future operations, plans, objectives, expectations and intentions, among others. Considering these factors, the actual results of the company may be
significantly different from those shown or implicit in the statement of expectations about future events or results.

The information and opinions contained in this presentation should not be understood as a recommendation to potential investors and no investment decision
is to be based on the veracity, current events or completeness of this information or these opinions. No advisors to the company or parties related to them or
their representatives should have any responsibility for any losses that may result from the use or contents of this presentation.


